
Cabled Cushions



Cabled Cushions
Neat cables create a luxury look in this 
cushion. Separately knitted edging is sewn 
around the seams after finishing.

Cabled Cushion Version 1

YARN
Jo Sharp Silkroad DK Tweed x 50g balls
Colour	 	 Quantity
Version	1	
417 Fleece  4
Version	2	
416 Cocoa  4

NEEDLES
1 pair 4.00mm needles (USA 6) (UK 8).
1 cable needle.

FILLING
40cm cushion insert.

MEASUREMENTS
Measurements given in inches are approximate.

Width - 40cm (153/4 in)
Length - 40cm (153/4 in)
TENSION
20 sts and 30 rows measured over 10cm 
(approx 4 in) of St st using 4.00mm needles.

SPECIAL	ABBREVIATIONS
C12B - slip next 6 sts onto cable needle and 
hold at back of work, knit next 6 sts from left 
hand needle, then knit sts from cable needle.

CABLE	PATTERN	REPEAT
(18 sts + 4)
Row	1	(RS):  K4, *P1, K12, P1, K4; rep from * 
6 times.
Row	2: P4, *K1, P12, K1, P4; rep from * 6 
times.
Rep these 2 rows, once more.
Row	5: K4,*P1, C12B, P1, K4; rep from * 6 
times.
Row	6: P4,* K1, P12, K1, P4; rep from * 6 
times.
Rep these 6 rows.

FRONT	&	BACk
(Make	2)
Using 4.00mm needles, cast on 112 sts. Work 
in pattern repeat until length measures 40cm. 
Cast off.

MAkING	UP
Sew front and back pieces together along 3 
sides using backstitch. Insert cushion filling 
and sew final side.

PICOT	EDGING
Cast on 5 sts, using 4.00mm needle.
*Cast off 4 sts, slip remaining st on right 
hand needle, cast on 4 sts; rep from * until 
length is sufficient for version being knitted. 
Sew into place along 4 sides of cushion.
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Cabled Cushion Version 2

ABBREVIATIONS
alt alternate
approx approximately
beg beginning
ch chain
circ circular
cn cable needle
cm centimetres
Col colour
cont continue
dc double crochet
dc/tr US double crochet 
 UK treble crochet
dec decrease
foll follow/ing
in inch/es
inc increase
incl including
K knit
Kb1 knit into the back of stitch
Kfb knit into front and back of  
 K stitch (increases 1 st)
K2tog knit 2 stitches together 
 (decreases 1 st)
K3tog knit 3 stitches together  
 (decreases 2 sts)
M1 make 1 - pick up loop between  
 sts and knit into back of it 
 (increases 1 st)
mm millimetres
patt pattern
P purl
Pb1 purl into the back of stitch

Pbf purl into back and front of  
 P stitch (increases 1 st)
P2tog purl 2 stitches together  
 (decreases 1 st)
psso pass slipped stitch over
rem remain/ing
rep/s repeat/s
rev reverse/ing
rnd round
RS right side
sc/dc       US single crochet 
 UK double crochet
sl slip
ssk slip 2 sts individually knitwise to 
 RH needle, K the 2 slipped sts
 tog from left to right (dec 1 st)
st/s stitch/es
St st Stocking stitch 
 (knit RS rows, purl WS rows)
tbl through back of loop(s)
tog together
tr treble
vers version
WS wrong side
yb yarn back
yf yarn forward
yfon yarn forward and over needle
yfrn yarn forward and round needle
yon yarn over needle
yrn yarn round needle
yrs years
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